SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS

What’s New In Procore
We released 50 product enhancements from April 2020 - June 2020.
To see the full list of updates, visit www.procore.com/whats-new.

FEATURED UPDATES

Real-Time Labor Costing

Geofence Clock-in & Out Reminders

Monitor labor costs in real time, identify at-risk scopes

Employees are kept accountable with reminders to

of work, and proactively make decisions that protect

clock in and out when they enter or exit jobs so you

budgets. Learn more.

don't have to. Learn more.

Save time and reduce administrative burden.
Your business is all about labor power—the more time you can save the better. These features will help you
reduce your administrative burden, save time, and increase productivity.

Split timesheets to time types.

Export Sage 300 CRE timesheets.

Review a worker’s time across time type columns and

Eliminate the need to manually manipulate or double enter

reallocate hours by splitting a submitted entry into new

Timesheet data into Sage 300 CRE. Learn more.

timecards. Learn more.

Meet your changing needs with more platform flexibility.
Navigate the current economic climate with features aimed to help maximize your platform’s ability to flex
with your changing business needs.

Customize fields and configure fieldsets.

Leverage industry-sourced resources.

Capture and track the information that is most applicable

See the new trade-specific checklists available in your

to your teams and strengthen your depth in data collection

Inspection Library, including these Forms: Job Hazard

and reporting. Learn more here and here.

Analysis, Hot Work Permit, and Toolbox Talk Sign-in Sheet.

What do you want to see next?
If you have suggestions for features that would make your work easier, tell the Procore Development
team by submitting and voting on ideas in the Customer Feedback Forum.
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Get More Value from Procore
With Our Newest Integrations
The Procore App Marketplace has over 200 partner solutions that integrate seamlessly
with our platform. So you can work the way you want to, all without ever leaving Procore.

Easily manage your workforce with Arcoro.
Consolidate essential HR processes in one place, allowing hires to easily manage cost codes, track
attendance, and record hours. Learn more.

Connect Procore Meetings with Microsoft Teams or GoToMeeting.
Efficiently collaborate even while remote by connecting Procore’s Meetings tool to Microsoft Teams or
GoToMeeting. These integrations are made for quick and easy creation of video conference calls that
accommodate all stakeholders on a project with any device. Learn more.

Feel confident taking on more work with Billd.
Billd offers a cost-effective financing option for self-perform contractors for 120-day terms on material
purchases for commercial jobs. With the embedded experience, users can create material purchase
requests in Billd directly from projects in Procore. The integration automatically syncs projects and keeps
them up to date in both systems. Learn more.

Manage and schedule labor requests with LaborChart
LaborChart provides a workforce scheduling solution that allows operations teams to manage labor
requests from project teams, dispatch workers to jobsites, and identify hiring needs—all while keeping
the entire construction team informed of changes and updates. See and interact with project-specific
labor schedules in Procore with an embedded experience. Learn more.

Safely track your workforce with SmartBarrel’s rugged kiosk and integration.
Smartbarrel's time entry solution leverages image recognition to offer contactless confirmation of worker
presence and required PPE. This allows workers to easily and safely clock in and out, while providing an
automatic feed to Procore Timesheets for real-time productivity tracking. Learn more.

See more additions and updates in the Procore App Marketplace.
FinishLine, VG Project Group, Timmons Solutions, LT Core Consultancy, Relevate, Amiti, Ei Dynamics
SQL Replicator, Front Line Advisory, SDC Partners, SyncEzy (Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive), Vertical,
Egnyte, Bullclip, Nyfty.ai, Bauhaus Consultancy, Holo Blok Architecture Inc., OnIndus, SharePoint by
SyncEzy, TopBuilder Solutions, Prophix. Visit the App Marketplace to learn more.
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